
Braingrid Limited Announces Three New Sales 
Contracts under Data Intelligence Program 
 
Gaining Traction: Cultivation Analytics That Provide Valuable Yield 
and Predictive Pathogen Information to Growers Seeking Consistency  
 
Toronto, Ontario – May 28, 2019 — Braingrid Limited (CSE: BGRD) ("Braingrid" or the              
"Company"), a global provider of cultivation analytics that provides real-time environmental           
information for early detection giving growers the time to take action, announced sales contracts              
with three new clients, including Canna Farms and Up Cannabis.  
 
On April 17, 2019, Briangrid launched its Data Intelligence Program for both growers of              
cannabis and other agricultural products to better understand the cultivation data Braingrid            
collects from their grow operations. The data can be used to alter and optimize grow conditions,                
providing improved consistency of product.  
 
“These new contracts illustrate the growing traction that our Data Intelligence Program is             
generating. This momentum is a direct reflection of the value-add that our analytical services              
provide,” said Michael Kadonoff, CEO of Braingrid. “Developed by our in-house Data Science             
Team this program enables our clients to better control microclimates for optimal grow             
outcomes.”  
 
Canna Farms of Hope, B.C a wholly owned subsidiary of VIVO Cannabis Inc. (TSX-V: VIVO, OTCQX:                

VVCIF), a premium quality licensed producer of medical dried flowers and oils, completed a large               
instrumentation order in its first of a three-phase one year Microclimate Analysis Project. 
  

“Detecting microclimates is essential for us to optimize our growing conditions and maximize the              
quality and yield of our cannabis in order to continuously provide our clients with the premium                
products they expect” said Chris Tuckwell, Head of Security and IT at Canna Farms Ltd.               
“Implementing Braingrid’s proprietary technology will enable us to fine tune our growing            
conditions and maximize our efficiency.” 
  

UP Cannabis, a high quality licenced producer in Ontario’s Niagara Region also signed a one               
year agreement to begin the first of three Crop Analysis Projects. UP will receive monthly               
cultivation analytics reports and Professional Services for the next year. Allison Slater,            
Greenhouse Systems Technician UP Cannabis stated “I would like to again extend a huge              
thank you to your team for their consistent dedication and flexibility meeting our needs.”  
 
In addition, Braingrid announced a third sale; a five year agreement that will see Braingrid               
provide its real-time sensing and analytical services platform to an Ontario Institute offering             

https://drive.google.com/a/braingrid.io/open?id=1qT0kDJ4gxeyohVNwAL8fSnm9Wcg5uf781wmZvFAh4s4
https://drive.google.com/a/braingrid.io/open?id=1qT0kDJ4gxeyohVNwAL8fSnm9Wcg5uf781wmZvFAh4s4
https://www.cannafarms.ca/
https://up.ca/


unique educational opportunities in partnership with several Ontario colleges and          
universities.The Institute has created a new greenhouse to support a Sustainable Foods degree             
program. The greenhouse will be able to support spring to fall growing conditions and will               
feature climate controls for experimental and production purposes. This application          
demonstrates how Braingrid’s solutions are valuable beyond cannabis cultivation in traditional           
agriculture. 
 
Braingrid continues to develop solutions to help growers make faster and better decisions and              
optimize their utilization of resources. Further insights are available on Braingrid’s blog:            
http://braingrid.io/blog/ 
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About Braingrid: 

Braingrid Limited is a global technology company committed to the best interests of the precision               
agriculture industry for the long term. We provide valuable grow analytics by capturing real-time data               
using our technology platform to increase revenues, reduce costs, risks and improve yield - making it                
easier for the grower to operate efficiently and effectively. The Company is listed on the CSE under                 
the symbol BGRD. 

FORWARD-LOOKING INFORMATION 

This news release includes forward-looking information and statements, which may include, but are             
not limited to, information and statements regarding or inferring the future business, operations,             
financial performance, prospects, and other plans, intentions, expectations, estimates, and beliefs of            
Braingrid. Information and statements which are not purely historical fact are forward-looking            
statements. Forward-looking information and statements involve and are subject to assumptions and            
known and unknown risks, uncertainties, and other factors which may cause actual events, results,              
performance, or achievements of Braingrid to be materially different from future events, results,             
performance, and achievements expressed or implied by forward-looking information and          
statements herein. Although Braingrid believes that any forward-looking information and statements           
herein are reasonable, in light of the use of assumptions and the significant risks and uncertainties                
inherent in such information and statements, there can be no assurance that any such              
forward-looking information and statements will prove to be accurate, and accordingly readers are             
advised to rely on their own evaluation of such risks and uncertainties and should not place undue                 
reliance upon such forward-looking information and statements. Any forward-looking information and           
statements herein are made as of the date hereof, and except as required by applicable laws,                
Braingrid assumes no obligation and disclaims any intention to update or revise any forward-looking              

http://braingrid.io/blog/
http://braingrid.io/


information and statements herein or to update the reasons that actual events or results could or do                 
differ from those projected in any forward-looking information and statements herein, whether as a              
result of new information, future events or results, or otherwise, except as required by applicable               
laws. 

The Canadian Securities Exchange has not reviewed, approved or disapproved the content of 
this news release. 

 
 
 


